Server Farm, Business Continuity,
ERP, Formazione

The NovaSystems software solution for shipping,
transportation and logistics.
Sinergy Cargo’s experience: one of the first companies to have experimented the ingenuity of
the BeOne solution.

The President of Sinergy, Marco
Cavalieri, along with the Managing
Directors Davide Onnis and Luigi
Trojani confirm the righteous choice
made by the Genova based company
specialized in Maritime Consolidation.
“We consider ourselves pioneers. We
could not have made a better choice,
since BeOne’s technological innovation
has shown itself to be, even more so
today, decisive in rendering us more
competitive. BeOne permits real-time
interaction with partners, clients,
carriers and suppliers, all this by using
one joint platform. It is evident in
saving time and energy allowing a
better employment of human
resources being able to carry out a
multitude of tasks.
Each and every company processes is
notably simplified.
Thanks to Nova Systems’ Cloud
Forwarding Suite, the client may

access their data from any part in
world, be it the head office or branches, all linked to each other. All this
happens with total security.
This is one of the reasons why we
entrusted BeOne: our data is ironclad
safe.

There are no unknown areas, but areas
that offer more or less commercial
space.

Our trust in NovaSystems is 100%.

The BeOne solution guarantees us
technical assistance 24/7.
We feel secure in moving from one end
of the world to the other knowing that
the Nova Systems Help Desk is there
24/7. There is no place or time where
we cannot contact our Nova Systems
Account Manager.
The Account Manager has the vital role
in our organization in knowing every
aspect of the system application. Even
though the Account Manager is not our
employee, he has the ability and
competence to understand our needs
and provide relevant answers.

What is one of the principal benefits
of the BeOne Cloud Forwarding Suite?
“BeOne allows us to rapidly and
promptly oversee our company history
even after months or years from the
conclusion of our contracts, we are
able to reconstruct the various steps,
re-evaluating the countermeasures
taken and possible irregularities.
This permits us to scrutinize in depth
the micromarket within a global
market which is too dispersed for any
company so that we may concentrate
our plan of action to a particular area
already known to us, but from which
we want to start from the beginning
and further develop our business.

Other information technology benefits?
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